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Daniel 2's Whole "Immense Image"
Daniel 2 is the first structured prophecy-to-history prophecy which then relates to all the other structured sovereign
prophecies in Daniel 7, Daniel 8, Daniel 11-12 and Revelation 13 and Revelation 17;

Daniel 2 is the first structured prophecy to map national "gentile" history to the eventual future full conflict of God's
Kingdom "stone" of the "set up" Messianic Kingdom "crushing" the future World Government rival "immense
image".

Daniel 2 is the final complete sovereign-symbol "immense image" as "8th King" World Government as a whole. 

Daniel 2 is the first Bible prophecy of a structured framework and comprehensive sovereign timeline and whole
symbol meaning based on national world power based development to fulfill over time and become observable in
world "gentile" history and in the future as prophecy becomes history;

Daniel 2 ends in the destruction of that "immense image" as globalized World Government by the Messianic
Kingdom of Christ "stone" of Daniel 2:31-45;

Daniel 2 tracks historical progress since Babylon all the way to World Government from its national roots;

Daniel 2 benchmarks Babylon by context and in history in the historic context of the Babylonian exile and eventual
total conquest of Israel in 586 BCE for all sovereign prophecy to follow in Daniel and Revelation;

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to
ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms,
and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain a stone was cut not by
hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. The grand God himself has
made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

Since Daniel 2 is the first structured sovereign timelined prophecy-to-history prophetic forecast into the future to explicitly describe the
eventual full conflict and global conquest of God's Kingdom "stone" of the "set up" Messianic Kingdom of Christ "crushing" the future
World Government rival "immense image", it is unique.

That Daniel 2 maps known and recorded national power development over time and into the future to world government in the whole
"immense image" final meaning, it is important to understand and complete.

Connection to Satan and World Government

(Genesis 3:15) And I shall put enmity between you and the woman and between your seed and her seed. He will bruise
you in the head and you will bruise him in the heel.”

Now since we have the earliest Genesis 3:15 record of the the known conflict and "enmity" of the "seed" of God's woman who is
Christ and his following brothers and sisters, as being targeted in world resistance by the "seed of the serpent", we know the war of
Satan versus God continues to mature into the prophecy context of Daniel and Revelation, as it then is expressed in the human
material world of planet Earth.

(Revelation 12:17) And the dragon grew wrathful at the woman, and went off to wage war with the remaining ones of her
seed, who observe the commandments of God and have the work of bearing witness to Jesus.

That being the case, Satan is the spiritual "ruler of this world" originator of the Daniel 2's immense image as it eventually is also
"crushed" in its future direct conflict with the Kingdom of Christ "stone" "set up" by God Almighty for that exact conquering purpose of
the future.

Since Satan was behind the demon world government of Noah's day (Gen6), to the attempt of another world government after the
flood in Nimrod's time of Babel in Genesis 10-11, we know WORLD GOVERNMENT [of now the future], is still the Devil's main driving
goal since that time to today in this world.

The historic connection to Satan and world government in Daniel 2's structured prophecy of the whole world government entity in the
"immense image" is also by way of the "head of gold" globalist "Babylon" master world government engineering powers which "seed"
lineage first attempted a world government in Genesis 11 in Babel, in the past. 

This connection is not seen in today's "racial lines", it is seen in Satan's "seed of the serpent" maturity which knows no time or national
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boundaries in Satan's quest to defy God in final form with a world government rulership completed in the future to trigger the Christ
arrival. 

Whether in Genesis 11 and King Nimrod of the first world government attempt or some modern random "globalist elite" of the Anglo-
American globalist system success in this world government completion project in the future (Dan11:36), or the "seed of Satan" in the
fake "Zion" elitists (Rev2:9; Rev3:9) in the world today, they are all the same "seed" as far as "seed producing" Satan is
"progenitively" concerned. 

Thus, the "seed conflict" of Genesis 3:15 over 6000 years ago, had now taken on "kingdom conflict" symbology in prophecy by the
time of Daniel, circa 2600 years ago. Thus, as the world matured with its world government "one thought" and "empty thing", Bible
prophecy started to structurally identify it in the time of Babylon and the national histories to follow.

Thus, we can be certain this world government project, now 2600 years later, is very near full global maturity.

The relationship between the demon organized spirit- government of the "seven headed dragon", producing the mirror image "seven
headed wildbeast" of its "demon princely" power (Dan10; Eph6:12), now maturing here on Earth, further is shown Satan's
"intelligence" connection to this future rival world government. 

And further is the forecast for the future, that the prophecy conflict will complete as God's Kingdom "stone" of the Messianic Kingdom
co-completes with the world government rival, and then  "crushes" the future rival world government and abysses Satan and the
demons to complete this chapter of Adamic history.

Back in the days of Nimrod and Genesis 11:1-8, Babel is the word defined in the ancient Babylonian Akkadian language meaning of
the "Gate of God", or "gateway to the gods". The Babel "gateway of god" centered on the "Tower of Babel", its ancient "mystery
religion" priesthood and the city under implied "King Nimrod". 

Babel, as the "gate of god" had Satan as its "god", and his Nimrodic leadership was the guide of the  initial world government attempt
(Gen11:1-8), which was merely delayed by the confusion of the tongues as sole original human language was divided into a
multiplicity of languages forcing a national dispersal, and total abandonment of that world government attempt of that time. 

After that event the term Babel has come to mean confusion due to unintelligible babblings which overtook humans, and ceased that
project. The first "divine intervention" was thus non-destructive, the world of Genesis 70 national families continued to today. (Rom13)

The future world government project will meet with destruction, but the nations as peoples will again be preserved in some savable
portion of them all.

(Zephaniah 3:8-9) “‘Therefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising
up to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations, for me to collect together kingdoms, in order to pour out
upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for by the fire of my zeal all the earth will be devoured. 9 For then I
shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order for them all to call upon the name of Jehovah, in order to
serve him shoulder to shoulder.’

And we see the multitudinous human languages of today will be "reset" to the sole original "pure" human language to aid the
unification process under the reign of Christ.

After that event, the term Babel has come to mean something else as well in prophecy. 

It became the seat of the premiere defiant nation in Babylon as the Daniel 2 and Daniel 4 benchmark "gentile world power" global
history, then being tracked in those prophecies. The sovereign-conflict theme Dan2; (Dan4), and actuality in the objective of future
world government, which shall suffer crushed and conquering defeat in the future by the co-completed Messianic Kingdom of Christ,
was set in Daniel 2 and Daniel 4 and continued in Daniel 7, 8, 11-12 and on to the Revelation of God. 

Daniel 12 even applied a future timeframe for the arrival of world government and Christ!

THAT is why God set these prophecies as mappable in time by national history unto that final war for planet Earth world-known
national histories easily ascertainable from "gentile history". As the nations soon lose all national-sovereignty defined "power and
authority" for that of "8th King World Government "immense image" in the future, more of this history will be set, the final part of the
Adamic overall history.

Therefore, the Satanic goal of world government is to finally and fully amplify the Devil's power in the human system, which has
remained the same objective this whole time. 

And that is why, due to that Genesis 11 national dispersion globally, the demonic world government project has been
merely delayed into our present time. 

That Satanic world government completion goal and certain permission by God in prophecy for the future, is to allow the global arena
of sovereign war to be known globally and set globally, with also known "appointed times" leading there over several final years.

Daniel 2's "Immense Image" of Future World Government

The first structured sovereign Bible prophecy progressing in prophecy-turned-history is in Daniel 2.

Daniel 2 was "released from Heaven" in the "second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar" as Babylon was ascending in world power
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and in prophecy to become the "benchmark gentile nation" of all following Bible prophecy. 

Daniel appears to have been taken into captivity at the start of the Babylonian exile of Israel in the days of King Jehoiakim. That is
what some historians call the first siege of Jerusalem of 605 BCE (Dan1:1; 608-605 BCE) in which period Daniel was among those
transported to Babylon to eventually be in the Court of King Nebuchadnezzar as more than "luck", but a judgment of God, would have
it. 

After the Battle of Carchemish in 605 BCE, King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon besieged Jerusalem, resulting in
tribute being paid by King Jehoiakim.

Babylonian_captivity

Daniel 1:1-2 In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon
unto Jerusalem, and besieged it. And the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Judah into his hand, with part of the
vessels of the house of God: which he carried into the land of Shinar to the house of his god; and he brought
the vessels into the treasure house of his god.

The opening verses of Daniel succinctly give the historical setting which includes the first siege and capture of
Jerusalem by the Babylonians. According to Daniel, this occurred “in the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim
king of Judah,” or approximately 605 b.c.

early-life-daniel-babylon

From that context after Kings Josiah and Jehoahaz were deposed by gentiles, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and Zedekiah led there last
short and futile rules under already gentile "trampling" dominations since Necho's Egyptian army killed Josiah in 609 BCE .

Finally, in 586-587 BCE Jerusalem was destroyed.

The intrigues which actually transpired from 605 to 586 are well documented in world history for those Daniel 4 "gentile times"
benchmark judgments, as all this has been rectifiable the whole time WTBTS has used their known errors to discredit this prophecy as
the final apostasy. (Dan11:32a)

But the intrigues of the reign of King Jehoiakim is when the earlier Babylonian sieges took place in 605 BCE with Jehoiakim's first
revolt leading to 597 BCE second siege of Jerusalem, and Jehoiakim's last revolt against King Nebuchadnezzar which resulted in his
death. King Jehoiachin was placed and dethroned by King Nebuchadnezzar, as his reign lasted but 3 months or so. 

Then, King Zedekiah was placed by King Nebuchadnezzar before its final destruction in 586 BCE with King Zedekiah's revolt. 

Last Judean Kings 
Gentile Egypt/Assyria to Babylon Transition 
King Name Josiah AKA Reign Date Reign Gentile King Named by Coronation Age
Egypt        
Josiah Father Shallum 640-609 BCE 31 Years Necho II Deposed NA 8 Years old
Jehoahaz Son 4 Shallum 609 BCE 3mo Necho II Deposed NA 23 Years old
Jehoiakim Son 2 Eliakim 609-598 BCE 11 Years Necho II Placed Necho 25 Years old
Babylon   605 BCE  Neb II Vassal   
Jehoiachin Grand Son Jeconiah 598 BCE 3mo,10d Neb II Deposed NA 8 or 18 Years old
Zedekiah Son 3 Mattaniah 597-586 BCE 11 Years Neb II  Deposed Neb 21 Years old
Notes 
* Approximate Dating 
1. Dating shown is within accepted variance of calendar dating issues.
2. Dating shown harmonizes with accepted global Biblical chronologies and "gentile" history. 
3. Dating shown rectifies and removes erred JW fantasy dating issues which affects all pre 537 BCE dates in JW research.

Thus, this Daniel 2 prophecy was perfectly timed by God and very faith strengthening to the conquered depressed exiled Jews who
had now witnessed the prophecy about Babylon and the destruction of Jerusalem come true. Now the decimation of apostate
Jerusalem and its then profaned Temple, as Jeremiah and Ezekiel relate in amazing God-given prophetic detail, as it was headed for
this now historic judgment, was the background context of these first Daniel prophecies. Some of those Jews also got to witness the
fall of Babylon in this Daniel period.

Daniel 2 is the "benchmark registry" of the historic foundation of every sovereign prophecy of the Bible as they all co-relate, parallel
and converge over time with each other. This Daniel 2 "immense image" "map to world government" is a national structured historic
symbology, which as one whole final picture of all the nations in globalized World Government in the future. (Rev16:13-16)

Finally Daniel 2 "immense image" completed, defiant, as the rival WORLD GOVERNMENT OF THE FUTURE, the Christ arrival "lit
fuse" development is what we can now see "mapped in prophecy". By these national-based historic progression prophecies, the final
cycle can be understood before it occurs as in Revelation 1:1 "things which must shortly take place". 

It is Revelation 10:5-7 required that the entire prophecy to world government and what it will trigger must be understood
before it occurs this time.
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1. Daniel 2 and Daniel 8 benchmarks Babylon by context and name, and Medo-Persia by context and name, and Greece by name in
history. That national-system benchmark of history allows all history after that period to be tracked to Rome, Anglo-America and
eventual "8th King" World Government. All of Daniel's prophecies relate directly to the rules of Babylon first, then Medo-Persia as their
historic context.

By that basis, the Revelation prophecy has its historic national-governments-to-globalist world government trajectory and past-to-future
context also set.

Knowing Egypt and Assyrian development and eventual subjugation or destruction as also foretold, which preceded Babylon's rise
into power, is elementary history and well known for quite some time while ancient Babel was the root of all these nations. (Gen10-11);

2. Daniel 2 provides the most concise overview of sovereign world power development in the Bible and its main national-structure
pattern is what Revelation 13's and 17's "seven headed wildbeast" is based on. Every sovereign prophecy of the Bible after Daniel 2,
starts to grow in complexity as in Daniel 11-12.

Of the "seven kings" that comprise the "seven headed wildbeast" of Revelation 13, five of them in (King 3) Babylon, (King 4) Medo-
Persia, (King 5) Greece, (King 6) Rome, and (King 7) Anglo-America are mapped to the whole "seven headed wildbeast"
development of future World Government as finally the Revelation 17 "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast". 

Of the "seven kings" that comprise the "seven headed wildbeast" of Revelation 13 and its globalized form in Revelation 17 (1) Egypt,
(2) Assyria, (3) Babylon, (4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome, and (7) Anglo-America, those "seven heads" as "seven kings" are
national-system histories which eventually form one future whole World Government "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast" equating as
globally convergent into that Daniel 2 "immense image" final worldwide meaning. 

Daniel 2 begins with the named and benchmarked sovereign-mapping in "prophecy-turned-history" from Babylon forward concurrent
with Babylon's destruction of apostate Jerusalem circa 586 BCE, well known from hundreds if not thousands of secular and religious
chronologies and or histories.

3. The WHOLE "immense image" of Daniel 2 is complete "World Government".

Complete future world government is synonymous with the "8th King" as defined in the WHOLE "scarlet wildbeast" to become
"globalized" beyond all their component national " parts" in the end.

(Daniel 2:31-35) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain (world government completed) immense
image. That image, which was large and the brightness of which was extraordinary, was standing in front of you, and its
appearance was dreadful. 32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its
belly and its thighs were of copper, 33 its legs were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 34 You
kept on looking until a stone was cut out not by hands, and it struck the image on its feet of iron and of molded clay and
crushed them. 35 At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together, crushed and
became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found
of them. And as for the stone that struck the image, (the Messianic Kingdom) became a large mountain and filled the whole
earth (Rev11:15 Kingdom of the World). 

"At that time", in verse 35, is when World Government as the "scarlet wildbeast" parallel "immense image" becomes the final global-
sovereign entity of World Government. It is the "8th King" and Daniel 2 "immense image" globally completed as then its permitted
symbolic "one hour" stay expires. (Rev17:12; Dan12:11) 

Therefore, essentially this "immense image" will be "standing" at the "place called Har-Magedon". (Rev16:13-16) 

Har-Magedon is the picture of the globally-militarized "place" under world government "ten horns" on planet Earth worldwide, when it
comes under the illegal complete domination of "8th King" "immense image" rival World Government. Under the "seven headed
wildbeast" "ten horns" comprehensive militarized condition of the entire weapons complex under "King North" power, the
"Armageddon" global-situation will be defined and matured in the future. 

At that time they will finally be ready (Joel3:9-18), for the "war of the great day of God the Almighty". And that Christ commanded "war
of righteousness" is what "blows away" 8th King fully globalized World Government at that time then also fully and finally forewarned.
(Rev10:5-11; Rev11:2-3)

But, before Christ conquers the globalized rival world government, he will have the global "great crowd" savable human gathering
mission to complete first in his Christ "second coming" process.

The Immortal Messianic Kingdom Future Completion

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings (in world government "immense image" completed) the God of heaven will
set up a (the Messianic Kingdom) kingdom that will never be brought to ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on
to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms, and it itself will stand to times indefinite;
45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the (God's Kingdom) mountain a (Messianic Kingdom) stone was cut not by hands,
and [that] it crushed the (world government defining) iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. The grand
God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it
is trustworthy.”

When that Daniel 2 "immense image" completes "in the days" of world government in the future (Dan12:11), Christ will arrive in
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Revelation 14 via Daniel 12:11 for the sheep securement process carried out by the Kingdom angels worldwide, first.

At that time, just as God's prophecy has been tracking this national-system zenith development as already written and "mapped", but
becoming explainable because of the "gather the nations" no-brainer meaning, the "globalization process", "globalize the nations", will
complete and collect all the nations in world government actuality (Rev16:13-16), in the future.

 All of the sovereign prophecies tracking this global-development also converge into that one final complete and globally ruling world
government meaning.

The Daniel 2 "stone" "cut from a mountain", the "mountain" there being God's infinite Kingdom, is Christ's "Messianic Kingdom"
"stone" now being "set up" as the then the future completed immortally indomitable Messianic Kingdom. (Rev14:1)

(Daniel 2:35) At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together, crushed and
became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found
of them. And as for the stone that struck the image, (the Messianic Kingdom) became a large mountain and filled the whole
earth (Rev11:15 Kingdom of the World). 

The Messianic Kingdom is the eventual "large mountain" which conquers and replaces the entire current global hierarchy of world
power which is then "ten pins" fully globalization-racked into [globalized] 8th King World Government "immense image" as one whole
final rival sovereign, for the "Kingdom of Messiah" "Universal Strike", for Satan and the demons will be "cast out" as well. 

But as shown in Daniel 4:26 and Daniel 7:12 explicit, in relation to the "Kingdom of the World" of Revelation 11:15-18, the national
groups and their eventual Christ guided form of administrative aid for planet Earth will remain for that "season" (Dan7:12), for the
eventual true world peace and blessing process under the "Prince of Peace", forever beneficial.

We know here "Babylon" pictures the "Globalist Head of Gold" as their ancient "seed of the serpent" root goes back to the Babel and
Nimrod world-government-attempt development as that has been the World Government goal even after the Genesis 11 language
confusion delayed the global process until today. ( The whole book of Habakkuk is final globalist system details about Babylon.)

(Daniel 2:36-38) “This is the dream, and its interpretation we shall say before the king. 37 You, O king, the king of kings,
you to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the might, and the strength and the dignity, 38 and into whose
hand he has given, wherever the sons of mankind are dwelling, the beasts of the field and the winged creatures of the
heavens, and whom he has made ruler over all of them, you yourself are the head of gold. 

1. The masculine "Babylon" symbol of the "cerebral" globalist control of World Government (Rev13:11-15), in the "golden head" of this
"immense image", in the World Government completion is different than:

2. The "Babylon the Great" "harlot" "feminine" symbol of the Global Corporate Religion Complex;

Yet, its world origin is the same "Babel" of Bible history. (Gan10-11);

(Daniel 2:39-43) “And after you there will rise another kingdom inferior to you (Medo-Persia); and another kingdom, a third
one (Greece), of copper, that will rule over the whole earth. 40 “And as for the fourth kingdom (Rome), it will prove to be
strong like iron. Forasmuch as iron is crushing and grinding everything else, so, like iron that shatters, it will crush and
shatter even all these. 41 “And whereas you beheld the feet and the toes to be partly of molded clay of a potter and partly
of iron, the kingdom itself will prove to be divided, but somewhat of the hardness of iron will prove to be in it, forasmuch
as you beheld the iron mixed with moist clay. 42 And as for the toes of the feet being partly of iron and partly of molded
clay, the (Anglo-American guided national-systems) kingdom will partly prove to be strong and will partly prove to be fragile.
43 Whereas you beheld iron mixed with moist clay, they will come to be mixed with the offspring of mankind; but they will
not prove to be sticking together, this one to that one, just as iron is not mixing with molded clay. 

Thus, Daniel 2 made it easy to track world power after Babylon. Daniel 8 affirmed the Medo-Persian and Greece history by name
which was traceable into the beginning of Daniel 11.

Thus, in all those prophecies benchmarking Revelation 13 and Revelation 17, through Rome into Anglo-American national power, the
future "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" World Government becomes obvious now. 

From there in Daniel's time in Babylon, to here in the end of the "7th King" phase (Rev17:8-11), the world developmental history of
various national powers to become globalism based World Government in the future, becomes ascertainable from history itself.

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to
ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms,
and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain a stone was cut not by
hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. The grand God himself has
made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

Now only the final epic global and prophecy cycle is yet to continue to progress to the finality. 

In the future, all the other sovereign prophecies of Daniel 4, 7, 8, 11-12 and Revelation13, 17 and Ezekiel 38-39 will converge in
meaning with Daniel 2's "world government" "immense image" because world government is the final meaning of all those
prophecies. 

Thus, as the world's own national systems, which were tracked by these prophecies in national meanings, also "converge" as



"gathered the nations", they all will become globalization completed into world government, as the prophecy which forecasts it also
"converges" into that same final meaning.

World Life System Preservation

An interesting indirect piece of information we can derive from Daniel 2's "immense image" is in the immense image's "feet and
toes". That image's final "architectural materials" of "clay and iron" "mixed" with no real adhesion to one another, is a red flag. 

That is one heavy image for iron and clay feet to support is it not? In fact it is top heavy with that big head of gold, followed by more
solid metals for the entire body down to the ankles, have to be supported by "clay mixed with iron" fragments. 

Talk about total "immense image" eventual total instability by design!

What that means is, even if the "stone" of the Kingdom of Christ did not crush world government in conquest in the future, that whole
imperfect human [rulership] system would, in time, collapse on its own. The futility of human rulership of earth is what would reign
eternal, even if there was no Devil.

(Habakkuk 2:12-14) Woe to the one that is building a city by bloodshed, and that has solidly established a town by
unrighteousness! 13 Look! Is it not from Jehovah of armies that peoples will toil on only for the fire, and that national
groups will tire themselves out merely for nothing? 14 For the earth will be filled with the knowing of the glory of Jehovah
as the waters themselves cover over [the] sea.

(Romans 8:20) For the creation was subjected to futility...

The perpetual cursed actions of ruling nations are what "karma" doom and curse the whole "immense image" to failure in the "reap
what you sow" universal truth of God's creeping, but certain, justice in time.

Thus, Christ will but be euthanizing a human rulership on Earth which would collapse into ruin anyways. There is not one creature lower
than man, who will not say good riddance to this "dreadful" abomination. 

Some humans will also echo their sentiments. 

(Revelation 7:9-10) After these things I saw, and, look! a great crowd, which no man was able to number, out of all nations
and tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, dressed in white robes; and there
were palm branches in their hands. 10 And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God,
who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

Christ will perform that "humane act", when this already in-design colossal failure, finally does complete into World Government "8th
King" in the future. 

After Christ secures all the savable people and other living creatures to help clean it all up in its aftermath, with a lot of angelic help, he
will bring the immense image (world government) down as crushed globally and "thrown to the winds" "for no trace", because it would
go down in time anyways. Fallen human architects are what can only design fallen human architectures.

And that does not mean humanity would end in that symbolic logic, it means human world government never could actually work, and it
alone is what ends forever. 

The Daniel 2 "immense image" is a symbol of a final doomed-to-failure world ruling entity, not the entire life system of Earth where it is
"standing" in its most basic meaning. 

1. That is why the Daniel 4 "midst of the earth" remains as Christ's Kingdom becomes a "large mountain" to "fill the earth", and the
implied "Kingdom of the World" eternal "tree" in both Daniel 2 and Daniel 4 prophecies, respectively.

2. That is why Daniel 4's Tree "root stock" is preserved in humanity in its symbology of present humans "above the ground", and
former humans to be restored in the "roots" below the ground. 

3. That is why the Daniel 7 "other [three] beasts" have their " life extended" for the "time" of this final period of Daniel 12 timed
prophecies of the future, and the "season" of the one thousand year rule of Christ. 

4. That is also why the sheep of Matthew 25:31-40, the "harvest of the earth" of Revelation 14:14-16, and the "great crowd" of
Revelation 7:9-17, ARE ALSO SYMBOLS OF FINAL NATIONAL SALVATION FROM CHRIST'S KINGDOM in that final period.

Daniel 2 "Immense Image" World Government
Type: Structured Sovereign Prophecy
World Government
Symbol Application National Powers Total Government Type
Head Babylon 1 National
Chest/Arms Medo-Persia 2 National
Belly/Thighs Greece 1 National
Legs Rome 2 National
Feet/Toes Anglo-America 2 National
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National Total 5 8 8
Symbol Entity Parallel Government Type
Immense Image World Government Scarlet Wildbeast Global
Standing Globally Official With UN "Image", Final Rendition* Global
Future Parallels and Meanings
Event Global Location Globalist-System Government Type
Standing at (Rev16:13-16) Har-Magedon Head of Gold Globalized Rival
Parallel Parallel Parallel Government Type
"Ascended" (Rev17:8) Jehoshaphat Two Horned Wildbeast Globalist Private
"Palatial Tents" (Dan11:45) "King North" Placed   
Globalist Apex National Basis Convergence Prophecy
8th King 7th King System World Government: Whole Scarlet Revelation 17:8-13
  Wildbeast  
King North King South World Government Daniel 11:27-45
King Fierce National-System Globalized World Government Daniel 8:23-25
Immense Image Feet/Toes World Government: Whole Daniel 2:31-45
  "Immense Image"  
Fourth Beast National-System Globalized World Government: Whole 4th Beast Daniel 7:23-26
Gog Magog World Government: Whole "Gog Ezekiel 38,39
  of Magog"  
Tree Rootstock World Government Daniel 4
World Government International Globalism Engineers
Symbol Application Note Prophecy
Two-Horned Wildbeast Globalist-System Private Global-Corporate System Revelation 13:11-18
Globalist-Elite Private Anglo-American Lead World Government Lead Engineers  
Messianic Kingdom Conquest over World Government
Symbol Application Note Prophecy
Mountain God's Kingdom  Daniel 2:31-45
Stone Messianic Kingdom Conquers World Government  
Immense Image Future World Government <4 Years World Rule  
Tree World Government "Chopped Down" Daniel 4
World Life-System Preservation
Symbol Application Prophecy  
Rootstock Life-System Preserved Daniel 4:15, 4:23  
Preserved Beasts (3) Life-System Preserved Daniel 7:12  
Sheep Savable Humans Preserved Matthew 25:31-40  
Earth Harvest Savable Humans Preserved Revelation 14:14-16  
Great Crowd Savable Humans Preserved Revelation 7:9-17  
Notes
*1. United Nations is the "Image" [Portion] of World Government
*2. UN "Image" International Political Forum is [Part] of World Government
*3. World Government is Globalized Corporate Power Which Controls the Rest
4. All National Sovereignty Converges into World Government; Daniel 11:42-45
5. All Sovereign Prophecy Converges into World Government; Revelation 17:12-18
6. Immense Image Babylon Basis: Globalist "Head of Gold" Power
7. Immense Image Babel Basis: Relates to Genesis 11 First World Government Attempt
8. Immense Image Babel Basis: Relates to Genesis 10 Seventy Nations Basis
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